
By the rules of prophecy, such a prediction is probable, rather than
impossible.

But the items and gadgets suggested above are examples of timid
prophecy.

What are the rules of prophecy, if any?
Look at the graph shown here. The solid curve is what has been going

on this past century. It represents many things—use of power, speed of
transport, numbers of scientific and technical workers, advances in
communication, average miles traveled per person per year, advances in
mathematics, the rising curve of knowledge. Call it the curve of human
achievement.

What is the correct way to project this curve into the future? Despite
everything, there is a stubborn “ common sense” tendency to project it
along dotted line number one—like the patent office official of a hundred
years back who quit his job “ because everything had already been
invented.” Even those who don’t expect a slowing up at once tend to
expect us to reach a point of diminishing returns (dotted line number
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 PAUL DIRAC, ANTIMATTER, AND YOU 

Paul A. M. Dirac

A Riddle
What have these in common?

 

1. 1926: A graduate student, Cambridge University
2. Billions of years ago: Quasars exploding
3. 1908: A Siberian forest devastated
4. 10 million years ago: A galaxy exploding
5. 1932: A cloud-chamber track, Pasadena, Calif.

Answer: All may, and 1 and 5 do involve antimatter.
(ANTImatter?)

©1975 Encyclopaedia Britannica, Inc.

Yes—like ordinary matter with electrical properties of particles
reversed. Each atom of matter is one or more nucleons surrounded by one
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Dirac sought to merge them without conflict.
He succeeded.
His equations were published in 1928, and from them, in 1930, he

made an incredible prediction: each sort of particle had antiparticles of
opposite charge: “ antimatter.”

Scientists have their human foibles; a scientist can grow as fond of his
world concept as a cat of its “ own” chair. By 1930 the cozy 19th-century
“ world” of physics had been repeatedly outraged. This ridiculous new
assault insulted all common sense.

But in 1932 at the California Institute of Technology, Carl D.
Anderson photographed proof of the electron’s antiparticle (named
“ positron” for its positive charge but otherwise twin to the electron).
Radical theory has seldom been confirmed so quickly or rewarded so
promptly: Dirac received the Nobel prize in 1933, Anderson in 1936—
each barely 31 years of age when awarded it.

Carl D. Anderson

Since 1932 so many sorts of antiparticles have been detected that no
doubt remains: antimatter matches matter in every sort of particle.
Matching is not always as simple as electron (e–) and positron (e+).
Photons are their own antiparticles. Neutrons and neutrinos (zero charges)
are matched by antineutrons and anti-neutrinos, also of zero charge—this
sounds like meaningless redundancy because English is not appropriate
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language; abstract mathematics is the language required for precise
statements in physical theory. (Try writing the score of a symphony
solely in words with no musical symbols whatever.)

A photograph taken in 1932 by  Carl D. Anderson through the glass
wall of a Wilson cloud chamber at the California Institute of Technology

provided the first proof of the existence of an antiparticle.

But a hint lies in noting that there are reaction series in which protons
and electrons yield neutrons—one example: the soi-disant “ Solar
Phoenix” (solar power theory, Hans Bethe); if we ignore details, the Solar
Phoenix can be summarized as changing four hydrogen atoms (four of

1H1) into one helium atom (2He4). We start with four protons and four
electrons; we end up six stages later with two neutrons, two protons, and
two electrons—and that is neither precise nor adequate and is not an
equation and ignores other isotopes involved, creation of positrons,
release of energy through mutual annihilations of positrons and free
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(1980 figures are extrapolations = wild guesses) (Too timid?) Much
too timid!—as you knew when you read them, as I knew when I prepared
them. I plotted all of the above figures on graph paper, faired the curves,
suppressed what I knew by memory (even refrained from consulting
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